
Ihad just sat down at my comput-
er to write this feature and had
no more than the title on the

page when my wife stuck her head in
my office. It seemed as if a neighbor
had called and wanted to stop over
to use my range in the afternoon and
he had asked if I could help him get
his bow sighted in. 

A short time later I found myself
on my range going over his assort-
ment of mismatched arrows, some
missing a fletch and a few with
cracked nocks. He must have seen the
puzzled look on my face as he said, “I
thought I could use these old arrows
to get sighted in and see if I can shoot
well enough to go hunting.” Those
words triggered a mental flash-back to
the 13 years during which my wife and
I operated our own archery pro shop.
I have lost track of the number of
times customers selected a high end
bow and top of the line accessories
demanding the best of everything

then saying, “I just need some cheap
arrows to practice with.”  I often asked
those customers if they needed a life-
saving medical operation and could
chose between a doctor who had a
100 percent success rate but a slighter
higher price and a second doctor who

had an 80 percent success rate but
was cheaper, which would they
choose?  I never had anyone pick price
over success. While choosing an arrow
may not be a life-threatening decision
it certainly can have a major impact
with a shooter’s success. By now you

Easton Keeps Reinventing,
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This large 100,000 square foot manufacturing facility located in Salt Lake City, Utah is
home to Easton, the manufacturer of quality arrows for 90 years.

Racks of arrow tubing in various states of formation take up much of the manufactur-
ing floor as they wait to be moved to the next step of the process. Depending upon size
each of these individual tubes can provide up to 18 finished arrows when complete.

Easton proudly displays it ISO certifica-
tion (International Organization for
Standardization) in its manufacturing
area testifying to its attention to manu-
facturing detail and dedication to quality.
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might be asking, “What does any of
this have to do with Easton?”   

Easton is a name synonymous
with archery and quality arrows
worldwide. It has been said that more
trophy animals and archery champi-
onships have been taken with Easton
arrows than with all other arrow man-
ufacturers combined. But it is not just

the numbers that are impressive but
the dedication Easton has shown in
not accepting the status quo and con-
tinually striving to produce the high-
est quality, most accurate arrow possi-
ble for bowhunters and target archers.
To get an even better understanding
of how Easton got to where it is today
let’s look briefly at its history.

Doug Easton, the founder of
Easton, was born in Oakland,
California in 1907 and at age 14 suf-
fered a serious accidental gunshot
wound which led to his introduction
to archery. His interest in the sport
grew rapidly and within a year he was
building bows and arrows in his par-
ent’s garage. At age 16 he had a chance

Fine-Tuning Today’s Arrows

By John Kasun

Greg Easton is shown here standing in Easton’s library which is a valuable repository for archery ref-
erence material and artifacts. An arrow display on the wall tracks the history of Easton’s arrow devel-
opment while the glass conference table contains ancient bows, arrows and thumb rings (some of the
first releases which are hundreds of years old). Books and reference material on equipment, archery
personalities and the history of archery fill the room.
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encounter with Dr. Saxton Pope, an
archery legend. That meeting solidi-
fied his lifelong passion with the sport
of archery. Constantly striving to pro-
duce higher quality and more accu-
rate arrows, Easton began to experi-
ment with the manufacture of an alu-
minum arrow in the late 1930’s. In
1946, after the end of World War II,
Doug Easton introduced to the
archery world the 24SRT-X arrow
shaft. At that time the 24SRT-X was
considered the strongest and equally,

if not more important, the most pre-
cise aluminum tubing ever made.
Within two years Easton introduced
the XX75 arrow shaft that was made
from an experimental alloy. During
those early years Easton operated out
of a shop and showroom he had built
next to his home.

Easton relocated to Van Nuys,
California in the late 50’s and at that
time the company had only four
employees. In 1970 Easton decided to
expand its experience with aluminum
manufacturing as it introduced the
first aluminum bats to softball and
youth baseball in the team sports
market. Its aluminum bats were light-
weight, resilient, enhanced overall
performance and were quickly
approved for official play. The same
year Easton produced the first high
strength aluminum tent pole capable

of withstanding extreme temperature
conditions for Adventure 16 and then
for the North Face. 

In 1972 Jim Easton became presi-
dent of Easton. With the additional
new markets in which it was now
involved and the growing popularity
of archery and aluminum arrows,
Easton opened a 50,000 square foot
facility in Salt Lake City in 1980 which
became the primary location for

Contrary to popular belief, aluminum arrows start out as flat
coils of metal which are formed into tubes then “drawn” down
to the desired size.

Loc Nguyen is one of several drawbench operators at Easton that
operate the machines which draw arrow tubing to exacting sizes
providing the variety of arrow sizes required to meet specific draw
weight and draw length combinations.

Heating and annealing are a critical part of the arrow making process. The heating and
annealing are done with the use of furnaces and dipping tanks under tightly controlled
time and temperature conditions.

Ethan Sherwood loads a cylinder jig with
arrow shafts. The loaded jig will allow the
shafts to be efficiently handled during the
anodizing phase in the manufacturing
process.
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arrow shaft production. Laser logo
processing was introduced and
through technological advances
arrows were being etched at the rate
of five arrows per second. The Salt
Lake facility was later expanded to
100,000 square feet in order to central-
ize product distribution.

Continuing to expand its sports
related line,  Easton introduced the
first aluminum hockey stick for offi-
cial play that was approved by the
National Hockey League. Easton’s
hockey line was endorsed by such
hockey greats such as Wayne Gretzky
and Brett Hull.

Although Easton now was
involved in numerous aspects of the
outdoor recreational market its atten-
tion and devotion to archery and
superior arrow development never
faltered. In 1982 it introduced the A/C
(Alloy/Carbon hybrid shaft) compos-
ite arrow which was quickly recog-
nized by the industry and the archery
community as providing superior
speed and accuracy. Easton contin-
ued to expand its influence in archery
with the purchase of Hoyt in 1983.
During the opening ceremonies of the
1992 Olympic Games in Barcelona,
Spain the torch was lit using an arrow
designed by Easton and shot by archer
Antonio Rebollo in what has to be one
of the most famous archery shots of
modern times. 

In 1995 Easton purchased Beman

With over 10 years of success
BOWJAX DAMPENERS

ROCK!

Best Designed Dampening System

Shawn Ortega transfers drawn tubes to
the tube mill for additional processing as
these tubes become finished high quality
arrows with exacting specifications.
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SA, a French manufacturer of com-
posite arrow shafts. It then relocated
its arrow making operation to Salt
Lake City, Utah further expanding the
arrow choices available under the
Easton umbrella. In 1996 Easton
developed the X10A/C and it proved
itself immediately by winning the
men’s Olympic Gold in the 1996
Olympics. The X10 featured a small
diameter, more tapered construction
that was slightly heavier making it
more stable in flight all while reducing
wind drift for increased accuracy at

longer distances. Since 1972 all
Olympic individual and team gold
medals have been won with arrow
shafts manufactured by either Easton
or Beman.

Greg Easton took over the reins of
the company in 2001 and acquired
Tru-Flite Arrow Company in 2002
allowing Easton to expand arrow
manufacturing and the distribution of
fletched arrows. In 2005 Easton pur-
chased McKenzie Targets and joined
forces with Delta Sports Products to
manufacture 3-D and practice targets

for individual archers and
archery ranges.

The first phase of the
Easton Foundation was estab-
lished in 1982 to help promote
the Los Angles Olympics and
promote archery as a life long
sport that could be enjoyed by
the entire family. An injection
of additional funding in 2006
has been used to build and
support new facilities and
operate development archery
programs nationwide. Arrow-
Trade will be featuring in-
depth coverage of the Easton
Foundation in a future issue. 

Easton continues to
develop product lines in recre-
ational markets including its
newer line of ergonomically
designed snowshoes. It also
offers a line of expedition
tents utilizing carbon fiber
tent poles as well as trekking
poles for hikers. However,
Easton’s focus on the develop-

ment of the world’s finest and most
accurate arrows remains foremost in
its vision as is evidenced by its contin-
ually expanding arrow line. It was
Easton’s continual reach for the next
level of accuracy that drew
ArrowTrade to Salt Lake City recently
for a first hand look at Easton’s opera-
tion. 

As I strolled through the Easton
facility with my guide, Cory Woolson,
an engineer for Easton, the first thing
I noticed was what appeared to be a
complete absence of arrows. “While
we manufacture arrows the process is
a lot different than most people
think,” laughed Woolson. “Everyone
naturally assumes that aluminum
arrows are made from tubes but they
actually start out as a flat coil. That coil
is then formed into a tube of no spe-
cific dimension. The seams are then
fused in a weld type operation. From
this point the tubes go through a
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The insertion of nocks and nock inserts is done automatically on specially designed
equipment. This equipment is often designed and built or modified in-house.

These bulk packed finished arrow shafts
are awaiting final packaging and ship-
ment to customers.

Cory Woolson, an Easton engineer (left), provides
instruction to a temporary employee. Easton supple-
ments it regular workforce with temporary employ-
ees as required to meet seasonal demands.
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series of annealing processes that
soften the material after which they
are ‘drawn’. This ‘drawing’ process is
kind of like pulling taffy. We take a
large tube and pull it to make it longer
and smaller. When it gets too long to
handle it is cut into smaller sections
and ‘redrawn’. For an example, if I start
with a 60 inch tube 1/2 inch in diame-
ter I can draw it down to produce 18
size 2213 arrows approximately 32
inches long which would have a total
length of 576 inches or almost ten
times longer than the tube I started
out with. By strict control of this
process we determine the arrow size
being produced. Before the arrow is
drawn to its final size it goes through a
controlled heat process to give it the
final strength characteristics.” 

The aluminum side of the Easton
operation operates two shifts working
four ten hour days and the carbon
side works three shifts seven days a
week. Proportionally, a greater per-
centage of production is carbon
arrows for the hunter while the major-
ity of aluminum arrows are used for
target archers.

“Today’s average archer can
shoot higher scores because they have
access to much better equipment,”
explained Gary Cornum, marketing
manager for Easton. “At Easton our
goal is to keep developing equipment
for the highest levels of archery. New,
more advanced equipment in turn

allows the shooter to
reach new heights. By
constantly knocking
down the barriers we
make the archer more
successful, increase
his enjoyment, and keep growing the
sport of archery. It is a win-win situa-
tion for all.” 

“Basically an aluminum or alu-
minum/carbon (A/C) shaft is the
most accurate arrow in the world due

to the ability to manufacture it to the
most precisely matched spine, weight,
and straightness,” continued
Cornum. “This makes the aluminum
and A/C arrows highly desired as a
target arrow. On the other hand, a car-
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Easton’s Customer Service Team (left to right) includes Logan Wilde,
Wendy Newsome, Yvonne Gillen, Riley Smith, Cori McClellan (Manager)
and Richard Stock. These are the faces behind those friendly and help-
ful voices dealers and customers find on the other end of the phone.

The steps of Easton’s Quality Policy are clearly posted as a
constant reminder to all employees of the importance the
quality process plays in the manufacture of the worlds finest
and most accurate arrows.

Certificates of quality certification are on display in Easton’s
main entrance testifying to its dedication to quality and the
pride it takes in its products.

“Easton’s dedication to the constant improvement in quality of the arrows it manufac-
tures combined with its innovative new designs have resulted in Easton being a major
force behind the growth in the sport of archery in both hunting and target,” said Gary
Cornum, marketing manager for Easton.
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bon composite arrow generally has
more overall speed and durability and
therefore is very popular among
hunters. Easton is in the unique posi-
tion of being able to manufacture
both aluminum and carbon arrows as
well as hybrid A/C shafts of aluminum
and carbon where the advantages of
both can be combined. We’re also very
proud we make all these types of
arrows right here in the USA.”

“Marketing works closely with
Easton Product Engineering to con-
stantly look at all aspects of an arrow,”
said Cornum. “We attempt to identify
market needs such as increased kinet-
ic energy for more pass-throughs on
big game or the smaller diameters
that decrease wind drift in a target
arrow and increase penetration in a
hunting arrow. However it is not as
simple as making an arrow larger or
smaller, heavier or lighter but involves
redesigning the entire arrow so that all
aspects of the shafts and components
work in concert to achieve our objec-
tives. A good example is the carbon
Axis and the subsequent Axis Full
Metal Jacket (FMJ) hunting arrows. In
order to reduce the diameter for
increased penetration it was neces-
sary to design the HIT Insert, which is
totally hidden within the shaft and
which made the Axis and FMJ possi-
ble. Additionally, the FMJ combines a
first-ever alloy outer jacket and a
small diameter, thick-walled carbon-
fiber core resulting in deeper penetra-
tion and more downrange energy
while reducing vibration and provid-
ing higher accuracy. A bonus with the
FMJ is the fact that the micro-smooth
exterior provides easy removal from
tough, high-density targets. The FMJ
is a perfect example of how Easton
identifies a market need and designs a
shaft to fill that specific niche. The
FMJ remains the ultimate hunting
arrow based on price and perfor-
mance.” 

The FMJ is but one example of the
many different specialized arrows
offered by Easton to meet a wide vari-
ety of archer needs from the
Fiberglass  Scout 2 and Genesis youth
arrows up to the X10 Protour which
holds nearly every world record and
dominates the world stage in the tar-
get arena. The latest addition to

Easton’s line is its New Focused
Energy Deep Six Component
Standard for ultra-micro Injexion
arrows, which they feel will take the
bowhunting industry to never-before-
seen levels of performance. 

Micro diameter arrows have for
many years provided target archers
more kinetic energy density,
improved downrange velocity, and
extreme crosswind resistance.
However, conventional broadhead
inserts were too large to allow hunters

to use these micro diameter shafts.
The Deep Six component standard
will open the door so that bowhunters
can now get the same ultra-micro
shaft benefits. 

Deep Six inserts will provide 25
percent more thread engagement to
keep points secure inside the insert
and stainless steel material will
increase strength 65 percent over con-
ventional aluminum inserts. The
Deep Six broadheads use a boat tail
taper to match shaft diameter for less

Peace of Mind is Priceless

LLC
®®®BOWSTRINGSBOWSTRINGS
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friction during flight and throughout
arrow penetration. Micro diameter
shafts track behind broadhead fer-
rules for cleaner, friction-reduced
pass-throughs. The higher density
stainless steel insert will also move
weight forward for a focused increase
in Front-of-Center (F.O.C.) for
increased stability and higher levels of
accuracy.

Describing all of the offerings
from Easton in this one feature would
be an impossible task so thank good-
ness Easton has built it all into its tar-
get and bowhunting catalogs. “We
have built-in decision selling informa-
tion into our catalogs,” explained Nate
Pilcher, the marketing coordinator for
Easton. “Customers normally base
their buying decisions on straightness
and price but there is a lot more to
consider when buying an arrow. A
customer may spend a little more if he
understands the tangible benefits that

are available and how it can be a tool
to help him achieve his goal. The dif-
ference between our various arrows is
clearly laid out in our catalogs and a
savvy dealer that knows the most
about the products they sell will gen-
erate the most sales. Easton not only
strives to build the highest quality,
most accurate arrows in the world but
we are here to also help the dealer
understand the product benefits in a
manner that allows them to get the
customer custom fitted into a special-
ized product that best fits their
needs.”

“The archery market is seeing an
increase in demand for crossbow
arrows as more states open up addi-
tional hunting opportunities,” Pilcher
continued. “To answer that
need Easton offers the deal-
er both XX75 alloy and car-
bon crossbow bolts. For the
hunter demanding the very

best we also have Full Metal Jacket
bolts. All are available in either half-
moon or flat-back nocks and 20 and
22 inch lengths. Heavy brass inserts
are available for those desiring more
weight with increased Front-of-
Center balance for increased accuracy
and penetration.”   

“In 2007 Easton got serious about
accessories,” explained Jason Harris,
Easton’s accessories product manag-
er. “In our hunting line the Tracer
lighted nocks are really hot sellers.
Our new Tracer RLi offers a lighted
nock with a replaceable lithium bat-
tery that lasts up to 90 hours in the
field. The easy to install Tracer nock
turns on with a magnetic trigger acti-
vated at the shot; remains lit solid for
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This hallway at Easton is filled with photos documenting the
company’s history. At right, Nate Pilcher stands by an impressive
sculpture of a primitive archer at full draw. As Easton’s marketing
coordinator, Pilcher is constantly working to keep dealers
informed on new products.

At left, Jason
Harris, accessories
product manager
for Easton stands
among a small
sampling of its
expanded accesso-
ry line. A wide vari-
ety of bow cases
and quivers are
available in
Easton’s line.
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10 seconds and then automatically
goes into a flash mode for easier
recovery and a longer burn time.
These are available for virtually every
hunting arrow model as well as the
Easton Full Metal Jacket crossbow bolt
in either half-moon or flat-back
nocks.”

Easton also introduced a brand
new line of bow mounted quivers for
2012. According to Jason, the Arsenal
quiver line was a natural extension
from Easton’s core product offering.
“People have relied on Easton for
years to provide the world’s best
arrows, now they will be able to count
on us for having the best equipment
to stow them in as well,” said Harris.
“The Arsenal quivers are among the
most versatile quivers available with
many added benefits. Besides mount-
ing to nearly any bow model, our two-
piece convertible model easily
changes from a sturdy two-piece
design to a detachable one-piece
quiver within minutes. The two-piece
Arsenal also incorporates a quick dis-
connect feature that allows you to
quickly and easily remove the unit

(with arrows still in place) for storage
or travel. On top of it all, Arsenal quiv-
ers are designed to hold all diameters
of hunting arrows including our new
ultra-thin Injexion line...there aren’t
too many other quiver models out
there that will do that!”

“Personalizing your hunting or
target arrows has never been easier
than with Easton vanes and our new
Diamond Crests,” Harris continued.
“The Diamond Crests are heat shrink-
able wraps with full-color graphics

that can be quickly and easily applied
to your arrow in seconds using hot
water. Not only are they easy to put
on, but they are also easy to remove or
replace without the mess of adhesive
residue left behind by conventional
wraps. Easton’s new Quick Bond
Adhesive fletching cement is formu-
lated for a quick bond and maximum
adhesion and it makes short work of
any fletching job. It bonds any vane to
any shaft with no extra preparation
required.”  

The new Arsenal bow quiver serves multi-
ple duties. It functions as a one piece
removal quiver or a two piece quiver. With
fully adjustable arrow holders it will
securely hold any arrow on the market
including Easton’s new ultra-thin Injexion
arrow line.
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“We also offer an extensive line of
points, inserts, and nocks that allow
the archer to select just the right com-
ponent for his application,” said
Harris. “Our Break-Off inserts allow
the archer to fine tune his arrow by
adjusting both point weight and front
of center balance. Heavy brass inserts
are available for our crossbow bolts to
deliver bone crushing deep penetra-
tion for any size game. The V3
Expandable Varmint Point brings
expandable technology to those
archers interested in small game
hunting or roving shooting. The 100
grain head features a closed head that
flies like a field point but expands into
an oversize blunt upon impact deliv-
ering a crushing blow while prevent-
ing lost arrows.”

For the target archers Easton
offers a full line of target quivers, arm
guards, chest protectors, bow cases
and clothing sporting the Easton logo.
Stabilizers and V-Bar extensions are

available in the X10 System, the
A/C/C System and the X7 System, all
featuring variable weights allowing for
complete personal customization of
balance and control. 

Also available from Easton is its
line of professional grade shop tools
for the dealer and consumer alike.
Among these tools are a digital bow
scale, archery specific pliers, two sets
of high-grade allen wrenches and a
precision digital grain scale. 

“Customer service is an attitude,
not a product,” said Cori McClellan,
manager of customer service for
Easton. “If you think about it, every-
one can relate to customer service
because everyone is a customer of
products or services in our daily lives.
Here at Easton we put ourselves in the
customer’s shoes and we look at their
problem as our own then strive to
always provide answers that would
satisfy us as a customer. We have a

great customer service
team here at Easton
because we are all involved
in archery outside of work.
We have a great combined
resource within the cus-
tomer service department as we all
are familiar or have worked within
other departments within the compa-
ny. If we can’t answer a question, we
know exactly where to go to get the
answer and resolve the problem.” 

SUMMARY
ArrowTrade’s visit to the Easton

arrow manufacturing facility was
informative, educational and made
us again focus on the critical role
Easton has played and continues to
play in the sport of archery, both on
the target range as well as in the
field. We can be sure that Easton will
continually raise the bar in regard to
quality, innovation and accuracy
when it comes to producing the
world’s finest arrows. 

Easton announced in October
that Shane Michelli assumed the
position of President of Easton
Technical Products and will be lead-
ing it into the future. 

Editor’s Note: In addition to his
editorial planning and writing duties
with ArrowTrade, John Kasun is an
outdoor seminar speaker and a busi-
ness consultant with experience in
corporations large and small. He can
be reached at 126 Acorn Lane,
Duncansville, PA 16635, by phone at
(814) 695-5784 or by email at
kasun@atlanticbb.net.

The 100 grain Penetration V3 is an
expandable small game and varmint
point that flies accurately and opens on
impact to deliver a solid punch. They are
also great for random shooting and rov-
ing archery.

Shown here is a variety of Easton’s new easy to apply highly colorful and
graphically detailed shrink crest which can be removed quickly without
leaving any adhesive residue.

Easton’s Bow Force
mapping system is a
great tool for the dealer.
It measures and displays
the peak weight and
holding weight while cal-
culating the stored ener-
gy and power stroke of
the bow. It also measures
and records the com-
plete bow force draw
curve and the chrono-
graph is designed specif-
ically for use with
arrows. The system is a
major step forward in
bow set-up, arrow selec-
tion and personalized
customer service.
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Easton’s Quick Bond glue
(right) is a new adhesive that
bonds nocks and vanes to any
arrow material in seconds.

The Artica series of ergonom-
ically designed snowshoes
(left) is part of Easton’s
expanded outdoor product
line. Northern bowhunting
retailers, take note.
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